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Wow, 2011 has been an exciting year for�Picture this…film festival�! It started off in�
February with the gala awards evening and the festival celebrating ten years of�
showing the best in disability films from around the world. We are proud to have�
completed a decade of festivals sharing disability art with thousands of people from�
near and far.�

During the gala evening, Dutch filmmaker, Marijn Poels, accepted the Dodie Spittal�
award for his film�650 million times one�. He accepted the award on behalf of all the�
people who were featured in the film and took it back to Kiberia, Nairobi, where it is�
proudly placed in a permanent monument for all to see. Marijn has followed this film�
up with the documentary�Down the lane� which shows Calgary and Nairobi, and how�
they have become connected through our festival. This is what it is all about—the�
connections between us and seeing what we have in common around the world. It is�
exciting to be part of bringing people together and making our world a smaller place.�

The year’s celebrations carried on with the news that�Picture this…film festival� had�
received an award from ami (Abilities Media International) for best live event. Our�
festival was recognized on an international stage as significantly contributing to�
building a more inclusive world for disabled people. This was wonderful news and,�
after calming down, we made arrangements to go to ITV studios in Southbank,�
London, to accept the award. The event was fantastic with all facets of the arts�
community present, including having a chance to spend an afternoon with people such�
as Dame Maggie Smith and Mike Leigh.�

Picture this...on the road� was back in various parts of Alberta, British Columbia and�
Brighton, England. Our collaboration with Oska Bright has been very successful with�
both festivals making connections and contacts from around the world. We also had�
great coverage of our Oska Bright presentation in Disability Arts On Line, increasing�
the festival exposure to an even broader audience.�

As 2011 comes to a close and we move into our 11th festival and the beginning of a�
second decade, I hope the films, contacts, connections and friendships continue to�
grow.�

Festival Director,�Picture this...film festival�

Sheryl Lenthall�
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Picture this...film festival�is a part of the�
Community Development team of the�
Calgary SCOPE Society.�

Picture this...film festival�mission�
Picture this...film festival,� Canada’s first�
international disability film festival,�
celebrates films by and/or about people�
with disabilities.�

Picture this...film festival�is a year-round�
program that:�

·� Attracts films by and/or about people�
with disabilities to our major annual�
festival and numerous other events.�

·� Stimulates the voices of disability�
communities by creating a venue for�
people with disabilities to tell their stories.�

·� Educates the broader community about�
the lives of people with disabilities and�
the contributions of disabled citizens.�

The team at�Picture this...film festival�is�
dedicated to making the festival a great,�
must-attend, annual event in Calgary. The�
work behind the scenes goes on for the�
whole year, culminating in the fabulous�
Awards Gala Night and festival. As soon as�
one festival ends, work on the next one�
begins.�

Picture this...film festival� on the road�
Picture this...film festival� has always been�
an exhibition festival, which means it goes�
“on the road.” The main festival is held each�
year in February in Calgary, Alberta,�
Canada.  This is where films entered into�
the festival get debuted; shown for the first�
time under the�Picture this...film festival�

name. Once the main festival is over,�
Picture this...film festival�goes on the road.�

The name ‘�Picture this...on the road�’ is�
used to differentiate the main festival from�
the exhibition part of the festival.�Picture�
this...on the road� travels with a selection of�
films from the festival’s entries all over�
Alberta, out of province and occasionally to�
other countries. As the reputation of�Picture�
this...film festival� increases, so does the�
demand for it to travel to more and more�
locations and thereby reaching many more�
people.�

To book�Picture this...on the road� to come�
to your area, please contact us at 403-717-�
5610 or director@ptff.org.�

Judging criteria�
The jury panel is made up of a broad range�
of individuals from the community, with a�
wide range of skills, knowledge, expertise�
and perspectives.�

They also give up a large amount of their�
time to preview, make notes and finally�
judge each film.�

As part of the process, each jury member�
uses a scoring form to appraise each film.�
Some areas the jury panels consider are:�
overall impression, creativity, editing and�
technical aspects.�

Eligibility of films and awards are all at the�
discretion of the jury in consultation with the�
festival director.�

Awards and categories�
Each award winner receives an etched�
award. Honourable mention recipients�
receive an award plaque.�

The categories are:�
 Documentary�
 Drama�
 Education�
 Animation�
 Performance�
Total running time (TRT) categories�
(where applicable):�
 Under 10 minutes�
 10 to 30 minutes�
 30 to 60 minutes�
 Over 60 minutes�

Contact information�
Calgary SCOPE Society�
#211, 2323-32nd Avenue N.E.�
Calgary, AB, Canada, T2E 6Z3�
Tel: 403-509-0200�
Fax: 403-291-4087�

Director,�Picture this...film festival�
Sheryl Lenthall�
Tel:403-717-5610�
Email: director@ptff.org�

Director, Community Development�
Denise Young�
Tel: 403-717-5613�
Email: denisey@calgaryscope.org�

Executive Director�
Ryan Geake�
Tel: 403-717-5616�
Email: ryang@calgaryscope.org�

t h i s . . . �P i c t u r e �
f i l m  f e s t i v a l �

ABOUT�

Location:�
Albert Park, Radisson Heights�
Community Association�
1310 - 28 St. S.E., Calgary, AB�

Parking:�  FREE�
By bus or train:�  bus No. 1:  get off at�
28th St. (on 17 Ave.); go north on 28 St.�
By C-train: route 202 McKnight-�
Westwinds/City Centre: get off at�
Franklin station; go south on 28 St.�

Admission:�
Adult one-day pass (ODP)............$10.00�
Adult festival three-day pass.........$20.00�
Students, seniors and those on low�
income support programs (ODP)....$7.50�
children under 16 (ODP).............…$5.00�

Popcorn is ALWAYS FREE!�

Festival hours:�
Monday, February 13: 1pm - 9:30pm�
Tuesday, February 14: 10am - 9:30pm�
Wednesday, February 15: 10am - 9:30pm�

The video library will be open during�
festival hours.�
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   elcome to our 11th annual�Picture�
this…film festival�! You are in for a treat with�
the line-up of films we have for you this�
year. Thought-provoking documentaries,�
humourous and moving dramas and some�
of the most stellar animation we have seen�
in years! Like a fine wine, disability film�
keeps getting better with time.�

In addition to the fantastic films, the festival�
has been cementing our relationships with�
filmmakers and other festivals near and far.�
We were very proud to be recognized on an�
international stage for the work our festival�
does to promote disability film in the�
community. Of course, the festival is only�
possible with the tens of thousands of�
hours of work put in by filmmakers to create�
the wonderful films we profile and the�
thousands of hours of work put in by�
festival staff and volunteers to create our�
festivals on a year-round basis. Slowly but�
surely, our work is changing the world.�

Well done everyone!�

Denise Young�
Director of Community Development�
Calgary SCOPE Society�

W�
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FROM THE JURY�

When do you get the opportunity to listen to excerpts from the�Sound of music� and�Phantom of the�
opera�; to climb the Great Wall of China; to visit Armenia; to empathize with a six-eyed monster, and�
to watch twelve people bare all for a nude photo shoot—all in one day? This is just a taste of�Picture�
this…film festival� 2012.�

Best in festival this year is�The piano�, also winner of the Drama award. Set in a small city in�
Armenia,�The piano� is about poverty and community. Thirteen-year old Loussine, who is blind, lives�
with her grandfather in a tiny prefabricated house. A talented pianist, she is lent a piano by the�
Ministry to practice for an international competition. The problem is the piano cannot get through�
the door of the house so it is deposited in their front yard. Under a make-shift roof of clear plastic,�
Loussine practices the same piece over and over again. This drama is more about the journey than�
winning or losing a competition. Loussine is emblematic of the hopes and dreams of this struggling�
but proud community.�

Crooked beauty�, winner of documentary 10-30 minutes, is a truly beautiful piece of work that�
chronicles the transformative journey of Jacks McNamara from psychiatric patient to mental health�
advocate. Black and white photography, poetry and narrative compliment one another as�
McNamara navigates that fine line between genius and insanity. What the audience witnesses is�
reconciliation between art and self.�

Honourable mention in this same category goes to�Flying Anne�. Told mostly from Anne’s point of�
view, this film is powerful and empowering. Anne, who has “tics” related to Tourette Syndrome, is�
eleven years old and struggles desperately to come across as “normal” among her peers. We stand�
outside—looking in—on her tears, fears and success.�

The Power of two� and�Caris’ peace� both challenge and subvert cultural stereotypes about people�
with disabilities. In the former, twin sisters with Cystic Fibrosis have undergone double lung�
transplants and now advocate for organ transplantation in Japan. In the second documentary,�
actress Caris Corfman refuses to let permanent short-term memory impairment stop her from taking�
her script with her as she goes back on stage. A standing ovation is in order for her resilience,�
sense of humour and her art.�

This year’s animation submissions may well be the best in the history of the festival. Adjudicators�
laughed, pushed back tears, and commented unanimously on the variety of well-executed�
animation techniques.�Monster and Dumpling� shares first place with�Home was the sailor�. These�
are superb and suitable for any audience.�

Finally, the Dodie Spittal Award goes to�Nobody’s perfect�, a documentary where both the journey�
and the end product are worthy of note. What was once hidden and shameful is now on public�
display. Twelve people living with disabilities due to the side-effects of Thalidomide talk about their�
bodies as they prepare for a nude photo shoot. Another beautiful film that is raw, honest and�
revealing in more ways than one!�
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In anticipation of the tenth annual�Picture this... film festival� in 2011,�it was decided that�
both the PTFF logo and website receive a facelift. A local graphic designer stepped�
forward to volunteer his services. What you see above is the result of his efforts. What�
you may not know are the story and motivation behind his design.�

Here now is Peter Tombrowski of simplersearch.ca with his story.�

“After serving as juror for PTFF, I volunteered to design a new look for their logo and�
website. The task at hand was both daunting and exhilarating. I knew that the new logo�
would set the tone for the rest of the design, hence, I started with the logo’s design.�

In the beginning, I established three guiding principles to help me, gleaned from my�
previous experience with the festival. First, do not fall into stereotypes. Second, represent�
disability as part of a community. And third, present a relationship between the screen�
and the real world.�

After many sketches, I realized the answer lay in the way film reflects back to us the�
nature of our human condition. We have the opportunity to see ourselves when we allow�
what is on the screen to affect us. Once affected, we - and the world around us - may not�
be the same again.�

The design required two distinct parts: one part represents the filmmaker’s point-of-view�
on the subject of disability. The second part represents disability in the community (as�
well as the audience). Both parts are a reflection of each other. You will notice that the�
figures in black are in mirror symmetry of each other.�

The words “Picture this...”�fell into place naturally within these two parts and gave the�
design clarity. As I perceive it, the logo represents the purpose of the festival: to bring�
different perspectives about disability into our communities through film.”�
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 AWARDS�

Jury comments:�
“… excellent … very creative … touching … great�
interaction among the characters  … entertaining …�
uplifting … beautiful story … nice cinematography …�
multi-layered film …”�

Jury comments:�
“… well sequenced and put together … humorous�
and entertaining … challenges attitudes … well done�
… a creative project depicted … poignant … covered�
many important issues … excellent …”�

B�EST�OF�
F�ESTIVAL�

The piano�

D�ODIE� S�PITTAL�
A�WARD�

Nobody’s perfect�

Congratulations to all those who received awards and�
honourable mentions,�and to all those who submitted�

their work to our festival.�
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Jury comments:�
“… loved the imagery … stunning images …�
excellent filming … beautifully told life story …�
celebrates aspects of the spirit … incredible angles�
and movement captured in this poetic story…�
captivating narration …”�

CROOKED BEAUTY�

Jury comments:�
“… interesting scenes and creative framing …�
motivating … tells a poignant slice of life … very�
honest portrayal … beautiful and touching … I felt�
Anne’s struggle … excellent piece of work …”�

FLYING ANNE�

SILENCIO 63�

Jury comments:�
“… great work … excellent portrayal of CF and�
transplantation … told a very engaging story …�
informing and encouraging … showed the power of�
education and advocacy … good production …�
inspirational ...  impressive …”�

THE POWER OF TWO�

Jury comments:�
“… creative photography … important historical film�
… powerful … some great imagery … flows and well�
structured … informing and engaging … good�
documentary … beautiful filming …”�

Award�
Documentary 10 - 30 minutes�

Honourable Mention�
Documentary 10 - 30 minutes�

Honourable Mention�
Documentary 10 - 30 minutes�

Award�
Documentary over 30 minutes�
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Jury comments:�
“… absolutely wonderful … engaging and convincing�
… told with pathos … lovely opening … an excellent�
story well told … audience engages with Caris … we�
fall in love with her humour, honesty and struggle…”�

CARIS’ PEACE�

Jury comments:�
“… an important message about consequences …�
each individual in this film has an interesting story …�
a philosophical approach … a different approach to�
important issues … a film I would proudly show�
anywhere ...”�

NOBODY’S PERFECT�

Jury comments:�
“… lovely story of beauty and poverty … the piano is�
the voice … the joy of art and music … touching …�
great use of humour ... well done! … very clever,�
entertaining and uplifting … ”�

THE PIANO�

Jury comments:�
“… good story … use of music well done … film�
moves at a nice pace … enjoyed this film … excellent�
captioning … weaved the stories of two lives together�
… very good cinematography …”�

DEPARTURE LOUNGE�

Honourable Mention�
Documentary over 30 minutes�

Award�
Drama�

Honourable Mention�
Documentary over 30 minutes�

Honourable Mention�
Drama�
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Jury comments:�
“… excellent … an uplifting story well done …�
entertaining and inspiring … beautiful … fell in love�
… creative … lovely flow from beginning to end …�
terrific animation … totally entertaining ...”�

MONSTER AND DUMPLING�

Jury comments:�
“… beautifully drawn … dramatic technique …�
enjoyed the story … lovely colours … great musical�
accompaniment … wonderful scene connections …�
the film flowed like water … beautiful to watch …”�

HOME WAS THE SAILOR�

Jury comments:�
“… a terrific film that builds awareness … a good�
educational film … a new approach to inform …�
motivating and engaging … beautifully filmed … a�
well done story … very thoughtful … ”�

OPEN YOUR EYES�

Jury comments:�
“… engaging educational film … good camera work�
… well done … good structure … a nice short film�
that informs … left me interested in the voting�
situation …”�

YOUR POWER, YOUR VOTE�

Award�
Animation�

Award�
Animation�

Award�
 Education�

Honourable Mention�
Education�
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Events�
Award�



"The Ability Media International (AMI) awards recognise and celebrate�
artistic excellence that promotes a more inclusive world. The awards are�
run by Leonard Cheshire Disability and supported by a creative board of�

leading arts and media professionals.�

For over ten years this international disability film festival held in�
Calgary, Canada, has been outstandingly successful. It has gained an�
impressive international reputation for creating a place where people�
with disabilities can both tell their stories and demonstrate how�

everyone, with differing abilities can work and live more effectively as�
one community."�

- The Ability Media International Awards�

Sheryl Lenthall (PTFF Director) at the AMI awards in London, England.�

Thank you all!�
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All for Claire� is an animated love story. The action follows a young man�
called Lee. Armed with a beautiful rose he tried to win the heart of Claire,�
the one he loves. Each time he draws near to handing her the flower he�
stumbles into a trial; he is sent into unusual worlds. Will the all-powerful�
Claire finally accept the red rose?!�

TRT:�0:08:00�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Animation�

Filmmaker(s):�Simon Mckeown�

1329-PTFF-2012�ALL FOR CLAIRE�

The story of New Jersey poet, Terri Adamczyk, her familial dysfunction�
and reconciliation through the lens of manic-depression. Her intense�
poems weave biological and situational threads into a tapestry.�

TRT:�0:23:01�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Jeremy Newman�

1318-PTFF-2012�AMNESIAC'S BIRTHDAY, THE�

Two young brothers are playing a video game and get sucked into the�
game. They meet some new friends, some enemies and have to work with�
their new friends and with each other in order to escape the Gameverse�
and save the world.�

TRT:�0:30:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�The youth from�
the Autism Aspergers Friendship�
Society of Calgary�

1364-PTFF-2012�6�

t h i s . . . �P i c t u r e �
f i l m  f e s t i v a l �

 2012 ENTRIES�
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Among the giants� tells the story of the Adaptive Design Association, a�
non-profit located in New York City, which builds customized equipment,�
for children and adults, out of cardboard. The film portrays the�
organization's mission through the compelling stories of two fascinating�
individuals, Tamara Morgan and Raven Desayles.�

TRT:�0:23:01�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Cory Tomascoff�

1308-PTFF-2012�AMONG THE GIANTS�

Imagine a world where our differences are celebrated rather than frowned�
upon. A world where we are accepted for who we are rather than the�
stereotypes that at times can define us.� Beautiful difference� follows the�
inspirational stories of Daniel Chaplin and Katie McCurdy, both born with�
Down Syndrome.�

TRT:�0:30:08�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Nathaniel Torok�

1304-PTFF-2012�BEAUTIFUL DIFFERENCE�

Art in darkness� reveals the world of visual art for the blind. This short�
documentary follows three blind individuals on a descriptive art tour at the�
world renowned Albright-Knox Gallery. Through verbal, tactile and other�
instructional techniques, art comes alive for these three patrons and we�
discover how they are able to 'see' a painting. The film uncovers the�
incredible journey each person undertook to overcome blindness to�
become professors, musicians and psychologists.�

TRT:�0:13:23�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Geordie Sabbagh�

1302-PTFF-2012�ART IN DARKNESS�

Legendary British disabled actor, Liz Carr, stars in a 'hard hitting' drama,�
The beaten�. Written and directed by Simon Mckeown,�The beaten�
questions society's attitude to care and domination, studying the potential�
despair and abuse disabled people may face now and in the future.�

TRT:�0:08:00�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Simon Mckeown�

1330-PTFF-2012�BEATEN, THE�
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The director of this film isn't approaching a topic but a person who has�
Down Syndrome. They get close during a programme designed to�
enable healthy and handicapped students to meet. They understand�
each other, they are filmmakers. Bence's images and topics are simple�
and straightforward. ‘Them and us,’ this is the theme and the purpose�
of this film: not because of them, because of us ... .�

TRT:�0:44:00�
Country:�Hungary�
Category:�Doc > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Gul Togay�

1328-PTFF-2012�BENCE: TO MEET A YOUNG MAN WITH DOWN SYNDROME�

Fifteen years ago the theatre and film actress and Yale drama graduate�
Caris Corfman's life was hijacked. The removal of a brain tumour left�
her without short-term memory. Caris was once an actress whose�
talent presumed a lifetime career, whether starring opposite Ian Holm�
in the dramatic film�Dreamland� or in the original Broadway cast of�
Amadeus� with Ian McKellen and Tim Curry.�

TRT:�1:16:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Gaylen Ross,�
Rebecca Nelson�

1338-PTFF-2012�CARIS' PEACE�

Champions of challenge� tells the story of how the Disabled Sailing�
Association began years ago with a specialized boat, given to Rick�
Hansen by Margaret Thatcher. Rick gave the boat to his friend Sam�
Sullivan who started the Disabled Sailing Association of British�
Columbia. Gil Van Elslande, our�Champions of challenge� featured�
sailor, was a founding member of the Disabled Sailing Association of�
Alberta.�

TRT:�0:18:43�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Rosemary Hujsa�

1353-PTFF-2012�CHAMPIONS OF CHALLENGE�

The Chantry� is a specialist neurological care home in Ipswich, U.K. The�
poetry and music were composed during the filmmaker's stay there.�

TRT:�0:12:05�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Performance�

Filmmaker(s):�Stephen Page�

1352-PTFF-2012�CHANTRY, THE�
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Mark, a young Deaf man, adopted by hearing parents, is determined to�
uncover the truth about his past but in so doing reveals a tragic family�
secret. Through a series of revelations the film asks: Is the 'truth' always�
empowering or is it sometimes better for it to remain hidden?�

TRT:�0:27:00�
Country:�England�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Mutt and Jeff�
Pictures, Louis Neething (Dir),�
Rebecca Atkinson (Writer)�

1305-PTFF-2012�COMING HOME�

This non-traditional documentary short infuses humour into recollections�
of struggle after traumatic brain injury. Among many things, the filmmaker�
lost the ability to cook and here she recreates her invisible, unpredictable�
struggles in the style of a network TV cooking show. With the help of a�
brain-injured cohost, they waffle between frustration and moments of�
clarity as they are stymied by a piece of salmon.�

TRT:�0:09:47�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Cheryl Green�

1376-PTFF-2012�COOKING WITH BRAIN INJURY�
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Day by day� is a tender story of families who have a sick child and about�
the significant changes this brings to their lives. The siblings enlighten us�
about their unique journeys. They tell of their feelings, emotions, fears and�
strengths as they learn new emotions and how things must be prioritized�
to have a happy life. They are the story tellers of an alternative lifestyle that�
they have been given, not by choice.�

TRT:�0:52:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Education�

Filmmaker(s):�Christine Frisbee�

1367-PTFF-2012�DAY BY DAY�

This video documents the power of disabled-women activists in their quest�
to be included in international development programmes. Sharing�
strategies across borders, this powerful, uplifting and invigorating�
documentary portrays activists who are paving the way for women and�
girls in their own countries to achieve their human rights�

TRT:�0:18:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Susan Sygall,�
Sky's the Limit Creative Services�

1362-PTFF-2012�CREATING A WORLD AS IT SHOULD BE: THE POWER OF DISABLED WOMEN�

Crooked beauty� is a poetic documentary that chronicles artist-activist�
Jacks McNamara's transformative journey from psych-ward patient to�
pioneering mental health advocacy. It is an intimate portrait of her intense�
personal quest to live with courage and dignity and a powerful critique of�
standard psychiatric treatments. Poignant testimonials connect the�
fissures and fault lines of human nature to the unstable topography and�
mercurial weather patterns of the San Francisco Bay Area.�

TRT:�0:30:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Ken Paul Rosenthal�

1339-PTFF-2012�CROOKED BEAUTY�

Exploring my relationship with oil, I wrote a poem to illustrate my�
fluctuating feelings over the decades. I turned the gulf oil spill into a dance,�
reflecting some of the attempts to stop the leak.�

TRT:�0:07:31�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Performance�

Filmmaker(s):�Kathy M. Austin�

1359-PTFF-2012�CRUDE: A SPILL IN THREE PARTS�
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Discerning disability� is a documentary film on the elusive notion of�
disability and the multiple meanings people assign to it. Is it a powerful�
identity we define and embrace? A negative label thrust upon us? A social�
construction meaning everything and yet nothing at all?�

TRT:�0:38:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Thea St. Omer�

1303-PTFF-2012�DISCERNING DISABILITY�

Three babies each born with a different syndrome. The three are at once�
typical of any other baby and unique in personality and disability. NICU�
isolation throws into stark relief the limitations we impose. Tacit but strong�
taboos against bringing the atypical into public spaces allow us to maintain�
the illusion of uniformity. This film gives the viewer time to see past�
disability into each face and its unique beauty, ordinary miracles and�
infinite expressiveness.�

TRT:�0:10:14�
Country:�Japan�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Jenise Treuting�

1327-PTFF-2012�DE LANGE, DOWN AND EDWARDS�

A celebration of the friendship and Deaf solidarity that develops between�
Sid, an older hospital patient and Matt, a young hospital cleaner. Sid is�
frightened and isolated while Matt is running away from his�
responsibilities. Gradually both men realise that, despite everything, each�
can give courage to the other.�

TRT:�0:27:00�
Country:�England�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Mutt and Jeff�
Pictures, Louis Neething (Dir),�
Rebecca Atkinson (Writ)�

1306-PTFF-2012�DEPARTURE LOUNGE�

Detective Rolando Downs is back! This time he must solve a missing�
person's case that will cause him to learn a valuable lesson about himself�
and the complexity of the human mind.�

TRT:�0:18:44�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Animation�

Filmmaker(s):�Anthony Thurman�

1312-PTFF-2012�DEPRESSION OF DETECTIVE DOWNS 2: ON DEPRESSION'S EDGE, THE�
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Downtown� is a documentary film about a photo project by a young Polish�
photographer Oiko Petersen. Using the language of advertising, he�
decided to take the photos of dozens of people with Down Syndrome in a�
mode that is ordinarily reserved for highly aesthetic, beauty-focused�
fashion.�

TRT:�0:53:13�
Country:�Poland�
Category:�Doc > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Piotr Sliwowski,�
Marta Dzido�

1355-PTFF-2012�DOWNTOWN�

In the spring of 2010, Tamir marked its 25th anniversary with a production�
of the Broadway hit Joseph and the Amazing Technicolour Dream Coat.�
For the very first time, a professionally managed, fully integrated theatrical�
production was created involving people with developmental disabilities�
alongside people from professional and amateur theatre.�

TRT:�0:31:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Pixie Cram�

1336-PTFF-2012�DREAMCOAT�
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This short film focuses on the lives of three autistic children, showing�
glimpses of their everyday struggles and joys to illustrate what Autism is,�
how it is diagnosed and how it is treated. The film aims to dispel some of�
the misconceptions surrounding ASDs by entering into the world of these�
children, talking to people who are integral to their development and by�
interviewing experts working in the field of Autism care.�

TRT:�0:07:41�
Country:�India�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Arun Wolf,�
Saurabh Monga�

1380-PTFF-2012�EMBRACING AUTISM�

A young man with a disability brings a girl home for the very first time.�

TRT:�0:10:20�
Country:�Australia�
Category:�Drama <10�

Filmmaker(s):�Dustin Feneley�

1333-PTFF-2012�ESKIMO KISS�
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Eleven-year-old Anne is a beautiful girl. The kind of girl you can't take your�
eyes off. The longer you look, the more you see her "tics". Anne suffers�
from Giles de la Tourette Syndrome. This makes her body do things she�
doesn't want, such as suddenly spinning around or licking everything.�
Anne sometimes finds it hard to cope with her Syndrome, especially in�
school. She is afraid that others will bully or laugh at her so she tries to�
keep her tics in check. She prefers flying through life, so you won't notice�
anything.�

TRT:�0:21:11�
Country:�Holland�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Catherine van�
Campen�

1317-PTFF-2012�FLYING ANNE�

Save Clayton. Save yourself. Clayton lost his wallet and he hasn't paid the�
water bill, which wouldn't be so bad except he also lost his job sweeping�
up at the theatre. Small, East Texas towns like Reklay don't have too�
many jobs for guys with a brain injury, slight paralysis and occasional lack�
of good judgment.�

TRT:�1:30:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Drama > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Elizabeth Spear,�
Kendall Lynch�

1301-PTFF-2012�FORWARD/BACKWARD�

Giota's journey� is an intimate portrait of Giota Boussios, a 48 year-old�
Montreal woman, born with Cerebral Palsy. Warm, good humoured,�
acutely sensitive and keenly intelligent, Giota uses a wheelchair and is�
unable to speak. She has learned to communicate through an intriguing�
system that uses subtle eye movements and slight facial gestures.�

TRT:�0:47:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Garry Beitel�

1378-PTFF-2012�GIOTA'S JOURNEY�

Every speed� is an experimental-short documentary that explores able-�
bodied and disabled perspectives on body movement, technology and�
dependency through the use of voice-over interviews and rotoscoping.�
Historically, people with disabilities have been denied accommodations�
based on arguments of cost, yet able-bodied people have taken for�
granted their reliance on vast and expensive transportation systems�
designed to facilitate movement.�

TRT:�0:12:07�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Lindsey Martin,�
Julia Fuller�

1370-PTFF-2012�EVERY SPEED�
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This film is a hypnotic journey through the night. By entering the minds of�
four insomniacs who are night people against their will, we experience�
their state of suspension between a realistic dream world and a dream-like�
reality.�

TRT:�1:17:00�
Country:�Switzerland�
Category:�Doc > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Jacqueline Zund�

1310-PTFF-2012�GOOD NIGHT NOBODY�

In an instant their lives were changed forever. Now on an adventure half�
way across the world, four friends search for answers that will lead them�
to the Great Wall of China, pushing their friendships to the limits. To�
survive a journey that will save or destroy their lives will take the�Heart of�
a dragon.�

TRT:�1:46:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Drama > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Michael French�

1311-PTFF-2012�HEART OF A DRAGON�

Dani, a young man lives his life to the limit, getting the most of it in every�
sense. He plays like an acrobat among freedom, search and love of truth.�
He is unique, disturbing and free; he is someone who removes the�
obstacles that life puts before him.�

TRT:�1:21:00�
Country:�Spain�
Category:�Doc >30�

Filmmaker(s):�Celina Tolosa�

1372-PTFF-2012�HIT THE GROUND  (CUERPO A TIERRA)�

www.simplersearch.ca�

The creative team of�
Andrea and Peter Tombrowski�

editing publishing�writing� graphic design photography videography video editing filmmaking consulting�

Writing services for personal and professional�
projects, including books, manuscripts, reports,�

manuals, articles and scripts.�
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A retelling of the Sisyphus myth with a darkly humourous maritime twist.�

TRT:�0:03:40�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Animation�

Filmmaker(s):�Seana Kozar�

1377-PTFF-2012�HOME WAS THE SAILOR�

Three extraordinary artists with a dream and the only thing standing in�
their way is your attitude and mine. Alan Clifton, Rachel High and Jen�
Stewart tell it how it is living with learning disabilities in the arts.�

TRT:�0:30:00�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Julie McNamara,�
Caglar Kimoncu�

1348-PTFF-2012�I DREAM, I DARE, I DO�

Yaya the duck accompanies the crane to all the wonderful places. So long�
as there is love, they go where they can and share everything. Simply�
being together is enough.�

TRT:�0:01:11�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Animation�

Filmmaker(s):�Kaiyu Sun�

1326-PTFF-2012�I'LL TAKE YOU ANYWHERE�

www.thedudescreenprinting.com�
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In my book� is an affecting drama about a young man's struggle to connect�
with the people around him. Set in a modern day recycling centre, Mark�
doesn't speak to anyone but knows everything about his co-workers. On�
the edge, he sits documenting everyone in the confidential shredding�
group; some are loud, others are quiet and some have a secret past.�

TRT:�0:12:00�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Doc <10�

Filmmaker(s):�Jump Cuts�

1356-PTFF-2012�IN MY BOOK�

A dramatic, symbolic film telling origin stories: of emerging, of creation, of�
a journey and of magic. Devised from individual stories, worked on�
collectively for 12 months and filmed entirely in the dream theatre by�
members of Dream Theatre.�

TRT:�0:30:00�
Country:�Australia�
Category:�Performance�

Filmmaker(s):�Members of Dream�
Theatre�

1343-PTFF-2012�JOURNEY�

Jug monkey’s trailer� is about Remy Bernier climbing. It features him�
training for his big climb on Mount Yamnuska next year. Jug is a climbing�
term for ascending the rope.�

TRT: 0:02:58�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc <10�

Filmmaker(s):�Remy Bernier�

1342-PTFF-2012�JUG MONKEY'S TRAILER�

Vern Reynolds-Braun�

Productions for a diverse community�

www.vernrb.com     vern@vernrb.com�
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Maybe Tuesday�, Stella Palikarova’s first film, is a 22-minute�
autobiographical dance dreamscape that fearlessly explores disability,�
sex, voyeurism and the search for love. The mash up of dance styles and�
musical genres evokes intense longing for physical perfection and�
romantic consummation, as it collides with the stark realities of living as a�
woman with a disability.�

TRT:�0:22:32�
Country:� Canada�
Category:�Performance�

Filmmaker(s):�Stella Palikarova�

1313-PTFF-2012�MAYBE TUESDAY�

A young photographer leaves the house in which she has been living for�
her whole life, to go to work as a reporter in Africa. She leaves behind her�
brother, Richard, a young man with an intellectual disability, who is heavily�
dependent on her. In ten minutes,�June� examines the last few hours the�
brother and sister spend together before their separation.�

TRT:�0:10:33�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Karim Haroun�

1315-PTFF-2012�JUNE�

Signing and singing with passion in Arabic, Spanish and English, 54�
disabled-women activists from 43 countries celebrate the achievements,�
pride and solidarity of women with disabilities around the world. These�
leaders are revolutionizing the status of women and girls worldwide.�
Filmed during MIUSA's 5th international Women's Institute on Leadership�
and Disability (WILD), the�Loud, proud and passionate music video�
release marks the beginning of MIUSA's 30th anniversary year-long�
celebration.�

TRT:�0:05:50�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Performance�

Filmmaker(s):�Susan Sygall,�
Sky's the Limit Creative Services�

1361-PTFF-2012�LOUD, PROUD AND PASSIONATE MUSIC VIDEO�

The Right to Love Group and the Calgary Sexual Health Centre worked�
together on a research study making films about love. Behind the camera,�
we told our stories. This film celebrates the right to love. We believe�
everyone has the right to love.�

TRT:�0:10:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Education�

Filmmaker(s):�Members of the�
Right to Love and Calgary Sexual�
Health Centre�

1349-PTFF-2012�LOVE BYTES: STORIES ABOUT THE RIGHT TO LOVE�
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Alec is a writer with cerebral palsy imagining himself without his disability.�
He admits his thoughts about society and imagined dates with a sex doll�
called Annabelle.�

TRT:�0:17:33�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Alexander Freeman�

1332-PTFF-2012�MEET ANNABELLE�

This composite video work presents a playful whistle-stop retrospective of�
Disability and Deaf Arts culture over the last sixty years. Archival footage,�
imagery and contemporary material is spliced and woven to create the�
retrospective.�

TRT:�0:30:07�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Animation�

Filmmaker(s):�Simon Mckeown,�
Caglar Kimoncu�

1347-PTFF-2012�MEMOIRES: DISABILITY CULTURE�
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Modern life� is a music film that Carousel's band Beat Express made with�
the Oska Bright team. It shows us all about the stresses of modern life and�
looks back at archive footage of Brighton 60 years ago to show the�
difference between life now and then.�

TRT:�0:03:09�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Performance�

Filmmaker(s):�Matthew Hellet,�
Sarah Watson�

1323-PTFF-2012�MODERN LIFE�

This is a 3-D short animation about the relationship between a monster�
with many eyes and a blind girl. Both characters are shunned by others�
because they are different.�

TRT:�0:04:56�
Country:�South Korea�
Category:�Animation�

Filmmaker(s):�Jihwan Jung�

1368-PTFF-2012�MONSTER AND DUMPLING�

Moon point� is the quirky story of Darryl, an ambitionless young man who�
travels hundreds of miles in a wagon hooked onto his friend's electric�
wheelchair. His objective; to track down Sarah, his elementary school�
crush, an obscure B-movie actress shooting a horror film in Moon Point.�
Darryl believes that taking Sarah to his cocky cousin's upcoming wedding�
will prove to the family he isn't as worthless as they make him out to be.�

TRT:�1:22:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Drama > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Sean Cisterna�

1381-PTFF-2012�MOON POINT�

Nothing about us� shows ten young Dutch people, with disabilities, who�
travelled to Adis Ababa in Ethiopia, to bring attention to the conditions of�
their counterparts in Ethiopia.�

TRT:�1:00:00�
Country:�Netherlands�
Category:�Doc > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Marijn Poels�

1307-PTFF-2012�NOTHING ABOUT US�
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A lyrical documentary about Dreamstreet, a professionally directed�
collaboration of performers with developmental disabilities, as they create,�
rehearse and perform to an enthusiastic audience at the Central Park�
Challenge event.�

TRT:�0:09:50�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Skip Blumberg�

1375-PTFF-2012�ON DREAM STREET�

What is being normal? This question resonates in Ponchin, an eleven-year�
old boy who tries to answer it while playing with his friends. Through his�
self-reflecting journey, the complex yet personal answer is closer to home�
than he can imagine.�

TRT:�0:12:30�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Adolfo R. Mora�

1360-PTFF-2012�OPEN YOUR EYES�
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Two medical interns are asked to investigate new patient Sarah Benedict�
after her failed suicide attempt. When they search into her past, they�
witness disturbing events that put their lives in danger. At first rivals, they�
finally team up to uncover the dark secret of Sarah Benedict.�

TRT:�1:17:00�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Drama > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Tuyet Le�

1320-PTFF-2012�PATIENT 17�

First time filmmaker, Mike Filmer, goes to local businesses to interview�
locals…�

TRT:�0:21:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Mike Filmer�

1316-PTFF-2012�PEOPLE IN MY NEIGHBOURHOOD�

Thirteen year old Loussine, is an orphan who lives with her grandfather in�
a "domil", a prefabricated small house in the Armenian city of Leninakan.�
She is unable to speak but she is a talented pianist. To prepare for an�
international competition, the Ministry of Culture lends her a beautiful�
piano. When the instrument is delivered, it is obvious the piano is too big�
for their small house.�

TRT:�0:26:12�
Country:�France�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Levon Minasian�

1365-PTFF-2012�PIANO, THE�

This multimedia film combines the drawings taken from the live sittings�
that took place in Tate Modern, with paintings in progress. The paintings�
evolve in front of you as Deborah talks about her life stories, her�
achievements and her role in creating a diverse disability culture. She tells�
her stories while discussing the personal and cultural objects she selected�
to bring to the sittings at the Tate Modern.�

TRT:�0:03:24�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Tanya Raabe�

1379-PTFF-2012�PORTRAIT OF DEBORAH WILLIAMS: REVEALING THE UNTOLD�
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Inspired by their memoir,�The power of two� offers an intimate portrayal of�
half Japanese twins, Anabel and Isabel Stenzel, their battle with the fatal�
genetic disease, Cystic Fibrosis and survival through double lung�
transplants. Defying all odds, Ana and Isa have emerged as authors,�
athletes and global advocates for CF and organ donation. Their�
connection to the CF transplant communities provides rare insight into the�
struggles and overlooked joys of chronic illness.�

TRT:�1:33:36�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Marc Smolowitz�

1331-PTFF-2012�POWER OF TWO, THE�

Elated from successfully taking my first movie and watching a fireworks�
show over again, I compiled nine of my fireworks poems and combined�
the colourful explosions with my own words for an artful display of my love�
for prismatic detonation.�

TRT:�0:07:39�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Performance�

Filmmaker(s):�Kathy M. Austin�

1358-PTFF-2012�PYROTECHNIKA�

Mark Boerebach lives in a black and white world but he dreams in colour.�
A nearly blind recluse with Asperger's Syndrome, can he break out of his�
constrictive routine and show his amazing music chart recall on a live TV�
quiz show?�

TRT:�0:29:45�
Country:�Australia�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Russell Kibey,�
Amy Scully�

1325-PTFF-2012�RAINMAN GOES TO ROCKWIZ�
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This is a story of a couple who fell in love while working together at "Create�
and Nurture", an organization that serves persons with physical�
disabilities. The mission of SCLAD (Spinal Cord Living-Assistance�
Development Inc.) is to help persons with physical disabilities coordinate�
the services they need, enhance their vocational/employment�
opportunities; and develop and manage affordable accessible housing.�

TRT:�0:12:04�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Education�

Filmmaker(s):�Oscar Corral,�
EXPLICA Media Solutions�

1374-PTFF-2012�SCLAD: THE FIRST 25 YEARS�

This short film presents the story of Remy Bernier. Remy was an�
adventurous young French Canadian who moved to Alberta to discover�
the Canadian Rockies. The film follows his life from an early age, mountain�
adventures, aspirant guide dreams, to a tragic turning point. On October�
18th, 2006, Remy suffered a massive brain stem stroke, which left him�
with severe physical disabilities. You will follow him during his journey of�
rehabilitation and search of new challenges in and out of the mountains.�

TRT:�0:25:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Remy Bernier�

1321-PTFF-2012�REMY'S LIFE: AN INTERESTING JOURNEY�

This film presents the new life and adventures of Remy Bernier. After�
suffering a severe stroke, the focus of his life was on rehabilitation and�
grieving the loss of his physical abilities. The film shows how he has grown�
to accept his new life and find excitement again through outdoor activities�
including; sit-skiing, disability climbing and more.�

TRT:�0:10:37�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Remy Bernier�

1322-PTFF-2012�REMY'S WAR�

Beyond what he experiences with Muscular Dystrophy, filmmaker Sonny�
Davis desires to contact an even deeper truth to life. He is suddenly drawn�
to the past in India. India is not just a land, country or nation; it is a�
metaphor for poetry. Sonny and chair go on a mystical whirl-wind tour of�
this ancient land. A series of direct experiences lead him down the river to�
a deeper understanding of truth and what it is all about.�

TRT:�1:37:30�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc > 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Sonny Davis�

1334-PTFF-2012�RIVER, THE�
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This film is about my life; it has been transformed by a diagnosis of�
multiple sclerosis. The film goes on to explore my attitude to how my life�
has changed. I have survived those changes and benefited from�
managing my own care budget.�

TRT:�0:13:00�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Stephen Page�

1351-PTFF-2012�SHORT FILM ABOUT INDEPENDENCE, A�

This film takes place forty-seven years after a bloody encounter between�
military forces and workers on strike from a steel factory in Ipatinga, Minas�
Gerais, Brazil.�Silencio 63� unravels a city that saw, first-hand, the final�
rehearsal of a coup d'état that would take place shortly after and smother�
the country for twenty-one years.�

TRT:�0:24:00�
Country:�Brazil�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Fabio Nascimento�

1357-PTFF-2012�SILENCIO 63�
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Gary has struck up a relationship with a woman he likes on an internet�
dating site. The time approaches when they must meet but he has yet to�
tell her he has a severe physical disability.�

TRT:�0:08:07�
Country:�Australia�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Pete Gleeson�

1366-PTFF-2012�SOMETHING TO TELL YOU�

A study that has never been recorded before, John Milisenda, a�
photographer who has taken a personal journey through his own work of�
photographing his family over 40 years, now explains what his study�
means to him. His breathless photos can make some people revisit their�
great memories of their own family portraits with others thinking they are�
too disturbing to even look at. Born in the lower east side of New York City,�
John's quest begins as he tries to understand what happened to his�
younger brother when he was born.�

TRT:�0:29:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Hilton Ariel Ruiz�

1319-PTFF-2012�SOMETIMES IN THE MIRROR�

This film follows a day in a life of a man in a wheelchair who panhandles�
for money and sympathy.�

TRT:�0:04:13�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Jeffrey Marshall�

1337-PTFF-2012�SPININ’ MY WHEELS�

www.simplersearch.ca�

The creative team of�
Andrea and Peter Tombrowski�

editing publishing�writing�graphic design�photography videography video editing filmmaking consulting�

Graphic design services - including layout and�
illustrations - for advertising, web, manuscripts�

and books.�
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"It's a double process…to envision doing something and then I try to add my�
body to it. Sometimes that's the only way I can move," explains Telemachus�
clay, who has been living with Parkinson's disease for more than 20 years.�
Still in motion� is a documentary short that follows Telemachus' journey to�
maintain his independence through dance and movement. The film offers�
not only an insider perspective on the experience of Parkinson's disease but�
probes larger questions of how we approach, treat and grapple with the�
physical and psychological consequences of illness.�

TRT:�0:03:37�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Anna Moot-Levin�

1335-PTFF-2012�STILL IN MOTION�

In 2008 Rising Sun Theatre, a company mainly comprised of actors with�
developmental disabilities, created and performed a play based on their�
own experiences,�Stories about us.� This revealing, funny and moving�
production, mounted with the support of theatre professionals, enjoyed�
sold-out houses and several return engagements. The challenging�
process of creating the play, a process fraught with obstacles but�
seasoned with joy and laughter, is documented with panache in this lively�
film.�

TRT:�0:20:00�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Gerry Potter�

1340-PTFF-2012�STORIES ABOUT US: THE MOVIE�

Poli is deaf and he needs to know what happened in the Spanish Civil�
War. His grandfather could help him but he is in the hospital and can only�
move one arm. A chess set will be the only way to show Poli the truth of�
that war.�

TRT:�0:18:00�
Country:�Spain�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Pepe Carrasco�

1373-PTFF-2012�STORY WITHOUT WORDS, A  (UNA HISTORIA SIN PALABRAS)�

Fraternal Order of Eagles�

This international, non-profit organization unites�
fraternally in the spirit of liberty, truth, justice, and�
equality, to make human life more desirable by�
lessening its ills, and by promoting peace,�
prosperity, gladness and hope.�
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This is a documentary about the making of the�Modern life� music film. It�
features interviews with Matthew Hellett and Sarah Watson, other�
members of the Oska Bright team and with Carousel's band Beat Express,�
as they made their video for their song.�

TRT:�0:19:07�
Country:�UK�
Category:�Education�

Filmmaker(s):�Matthew Hellet,�
Sarah Watson�

1324-PTFF-2012�STRESS: THE MAKING OF MODERN LIFE�

A multimedia film on a single mother and her 16 year-old daughter, Emily.�
Emily was born with a rare genetic disability called, Kabuki Syndrome.�

TRT:�0:02:41�
Country:�Canada�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Karla Kenny�

1363-PTFF-2012�TIL THE DAY I DIE�

The reunification of differently-abled twins Frances and Frankie,�
separated for 40 years by unnecessary institutionalization, is a powerful�
reminder of the universal need for independence, love and family. This�
short documentary portrait was made at the request of Frances, who is�
eager to share her story and let others know what is like to live in the world�
and not be in an institution all of your life.�

TRT:�0:07:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Doc < 10�

Filmmaker(s):�Dean Hamer,�
Joe Wison�

1314-PTFF-2012�TWINS�

The inhabitants of this land were eternally going on a pilgrimage searching�
for the "land without evil", where they would have plenty of food and peace�
among their people. In 2011, a century has passed since the first oil�
extraction in Ecuador. In Sucumbios, the oil extraction began in 1967; it�
has affected five indigenous peoples so far, one being the Cofan.�

TRT: 0�:29:58�
Country:�Spain�
Category:�Doc 10 - 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Arturo Hortas�

1369-PTFF-2012�SUCUMBIOS, LAND WITHOUT EVIL�
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Shun, who was born blind, asks Honoka, who is visually impaired, to join�
a group on a hiking trip. Shun was furious when he and Honoka received�
discriminatory treatment from university students they encountered on the�
mountain.�

TRT:�1:05:00�
Country:�Japan�
Category:�Drama > 30�

Filmmaker(s):� Tollywood Studio�
Project�

1354-PTFF-2012�VENUS�

View from the top� is the story of a recent paraplegic in his early 20s who�
has injured himself in a hiking accident. Now feeling robbed of the life he�
might have had, the young man finds himself filled with anger and an�
unwillingness to accept his situation. The film follows his stream of�
consciousness as he moves from dreams of his old life to his waking reality.�

TRT:�0:06:00�
Country:�USA�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�David Beier�

1341-PTFF-2012�VIEW FROM THE TOP�

A film commissioned and funded by the State Department of Human�
Services, Disability Sector, to explain current terminology and support�
available for people with disabilities.�

TRT:�0:21:00�
Country:�Australia�
Category:�Education�

Filmmaker(s):�Members of Dream�
Theatre�

1344-PTFF-2012�WAY, THE�

www.simplersearch.ca�

The creative team of�
Andrea and Peter Tombrowski�

Videography and video editing services for�
special events and corporate functions.�

editing publishing writing graphic design photography�videography� video editing filmmaking consulting�
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Eduard lives two different parallel realities after an accident. What is his�
real problem? The disability or the implications of being different.�

TRT:�0:14:00�
Country:�Spain�
Category:�Drama < 30�

Filmmaker(s):�Mikel Arraiz�

1371-PTFF-2012�WHEEL OF LIFE, THE (LA RUEDA DE LA VIDA)�

It is uncommon for people with learning disabilities to vote. So, we�
(Sunbeam House Services) took it upon ourselves to make a short movie�
about why you should vote, how to vote and how to register to vote. This�
video was featured on Ireland's TV3 in the run-up to our governmental�
elections earlier this year.�

TRT:�0:08:26�
Country:�Ireland�
Category:�Education�

Filmmaker(s):�Sunbeam House�
Media�

1382-PTFF-2012�YOUR POWER, YOUR VOTE�

We are committed to serving the�
Calgary area with the highest�
quality silk screen printing.�

Unlike our competitors this�
includes:�

Small orders (10 minimum)�
Quick turn-around�
(1-2 weeks once art finalized)�
No hidden charges�
Quality work at an affordable�
price�

If you are sick of the headaches�
associated with other silk�
screen companies in town, give�
us a call and we will do�
everything to restore your faith�
in the industry.�



VoicePrint, operated by Accessible Media Inc.�
(AMI), is the world’s largest broadcast reading�
service that can be accessed on cable, on�
satellite and online www.voiceprintcanada.com.�
Daily, our volunteers read and record full text�
spoken-word versions of current articles from�
leading newspapers and magazines, making�
local, regional, national and international news�
and information accessible. VoicePrint staff and�
volunteers produce and broadcast more than�
125 hours of new programming every week.�

TACtv, operated by Accessible Media Inc.�
(AMI), is a national digital television network�
broadcasting popular movies and TV shows.�
TACtv is the first and only network to broadcast�
all programs with closed captioning and open�
description.  Settings do not need to be adjusted�
to activate the description.  Described video�
provides a voice overlay to the program audio�
track, which describes key visual elements not�
apparent in the original sound track. To blind�
and low-vision Canadians, it is the equivalent of�
closed captioning.  More information is available�
at www.tactv.ca�

Accessible Media Inc. (AMI) is a not-for-profit multimedia organization�
operating two broadcast services,�VoicePrint� and�The Accessible�
Channel – TACtv�, and their companion websites. AMI serves more�
than five million Canadians who are blind, with low vision, print-�
restricted, deaf or hearing-impaired, learning disabled, mobility�

impaired, in need of literacy skills or learning English as a second�
language, by making content accessible.�

www.accessiblemedia.com�

Accessible Media Inc.�
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Canadian�
film�
directors�
speak�

“Look, I'm just a storyteller. When I make a film, I�
never want the film to become a vehicle of social�
propaganda.”�

Norman Jewison�

"There are no villains in my movies. There are just people who�
make mistakes. That's because I basically believe people are�
good."�

Anne Wheeler�
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“Everybody's a mad scientist, and life is their lab. We're all�
trying to experiment to find a way to live, to solve problems,�
to fend off madness and chaos.”�

David Cronenberg�

“My parents taught me to believe that through the creative�
act, we're able to transcend and give a response to�
desecration.”�

Atom Egoyan�

"We're still at a point where women [directors] aren't allowed to be mad�
visionaries. We have to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that we're�
responsible, that we can handle it, that we've got all our ducks in a row . . .�
most women who direct always come in on budget, always come in on�
schedule, and if they were wild and irresponsible it would not be put down to�
brilliance, but to a general flakiness."�

Sarah Polley�

“I don't think you need to be particularly technically gifted to�
be a filmmaker, either. I do enjoy that, but the gift you need�
is to be able to close your eyes, imagine something and�
describe it well."�

Patricia Rozema�

“I don't think it's the job of filmmakers to give anybody answers.�
I do think, though, that a good film makes you ask questions of�
yourself as you leave the theatre.”�

Paul Haggis�

“When you're actually making the film, you're constantly battling to�
maintain its integrity.”�

Ted Kotcheff�
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Thank you to all our�
sponsors�
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Thank you to all our�



Enjoy the�
festival!�

NOTES (OR AUTOGRAPHS:)�






